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The Bonobo and the Atheist is written by Frans de Waal—perhaps the world’s
best known primatologist and author of several groundbreaking books on animal behavior and empathy. The book offers ample evidence of advanced cognitive skills in primates, and is another of De Waal’s attempts to blur the boundary
between humans and other animals. Similar to his other books, The Bonobo
and the Atheist is rich with interesting examples of similarities between human
behavior and the behavior of other animals. De Waal eloquently connects primate research with philosophy, psychology, anthropology, and even arts—as
he chooses to frame the whole book with the painting The Garden of Earthly
Delights by Hieronymus Bosch.
In The Garden, Bosch depicts humans as living happily together without religion, and thus echoes De Waal’s main question: “can morality exist without
God?” His quick answer is that morality “is built into us” and that our ancestors
were probably moral even before they had religions. Morality, in his opinion,
doesn’t get its power from above (God), but from within (human physiology). If
humans had not evolved predispositions for moral behavior, religions wouldn’t
be able to make us behave morally. De Waal calls this hypothesis the “bottomup approach” and argues that basic building blocks of morality can be traced
back to primate evolutionary history. As such, chimpanzees, bonobos and other
members of the primate family should share some of these building blocks with
humans. And indeed, De Waal provides a considerable amount of evidence
in support of this hypothesis, highlighting empathy as the key mechanism of
morality.
Throughout the book, the author describes several acts of animal altruism (or
morality, he doesn’t make a clear distinction between these two) that bring him
to ponder their evolutionary advantage. Although he stands firmly as an individual selectionist, he also critiques the gene-centered view of evolution for:
1) skipping too many of the levels of complexity between genes and behavior; and 2) lumping different types of altruism together. De Waal explains that
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animal (and human) altruism doesn’t need to be beneficial for genes in every
situation per se (what he calls the “Veneer theory”), but might be a product
of natural empathic reactions to the distress of others. This emphatic reaction
served primarily to foster mother-infant relations, but was expanded to other
members of community.
Furthermore, empathy is the basis for more complex mechanisms of morality
that humans share with other primates. Chimpanzees, for instance, would make
a prosocial choice 2 out of 3 times when choosing between only individual
benefit and the possibility to also benefit another chimpanzee, a rate similar to
children; or they would spontaneously fetch another chimp for a task requiring
a helping hand; or pass a tool based on the need of another chimp. These behaviors require advanced empathic abilities such as perspective taking and targeted
helping. Several primates are able to handle even more complex morality, such
as that concerned with community well-being. For example, when a male bonobo attacks a juvenile, he is punished by the whole community. Or when there is
a conflict between individuals, an alpha-male would settle it peacefully, thereby
showing community concern. Thus, the basic principles of morality are, according to De Waal, deeply rooted in the evolutionary history of social primates and
are driven by emotions (through empathy) rather than reason.
In the chapter entitled “The God gap,” De Waal also speculates about the possible evolutionary origins of religion. He discusses fear of death as one of the
possible triggers of religious behavior and thinks that it may stem from those
empathic abilities that are common to apes. For example, when chimps or bonobos see a dead friend, they would try to wake him up; show signs of distress;
and in the end just gather around and stare at him silently. Such behavior resembles human funerals, and De Waal speculates that chimpanzees can be aware of
death’s irreversibility. Yet, their cognitive abilities are probably not sufficient to
imagine afterlife and other typical features of human religious systems. In addition, religion could originate because it can foster cooperation and trust by playing on our innate morality. To support this assertion, De Waal cites authors from
the field of the cognitive science of religion such as R. Sosis, E. Cohen, and R.
McCauley and also applies A. Norenzayan’s “Big Gods” hypothesis to primate
groups. When social primates live in small societies, their innate morality is
enough to secure cooperation; however, when human societies grew larger, religion came to facilitate large scale morality by emphasizing big Gods.
In conclusion, De Waal writes that moral laws are innate to humans and many
other mammals, and are therefore the product of natural selection, and not of
religion. Such morality enables mammals to live in hierarchical groups and is
essential for the survival of the group. Nevertheless, more universal moral prin© Equinox Publishing Ltd. 2014
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ciples like human rights are, in De Waal’s opinion, a product of purely intellectual reasoning. Our gut moral feelings are designed only for our in-group.
In sum, The Bonobo and the Atheist is a well written book, with scientific
rigor, and frequent anecdotes and stories, which make it a pleasure to read. The
book should be of interest primarily to scholars dealing with morality, but also
to a more general readership interested in animal cognition. The readers of the
Journal for Cognitive Science of Religion may find especially informative the
chapter called “The God gap,” which directly discusses animal “ritual behavior” and its connection to human religiosity. In spite of the fact that De Waal’s
argument is focused on diminishing the role of religion in human morality, his
approach to religion is scientific and he dismisses neo-atheists’ claims about
the uselessness of religion and its possible negative impact on society. De Waal
clearly distinguishes between science and religion, and he doesn’t attempt to
make normative claims, citing the “naturalistic fallacy.”
However, one cannot help but feel that De Waal’s understanding of religion is
mainly Christian-centric, and he omits essential differences between religions.
Similarly, his usage of the Cognitive Science of Religion research is uncritical and is limited only to theories supporting religion’s role in morality. For
instance, although de Waal proclaims himself as a proponent of individual selection, he uses Norenzayan’s cultural evolutionary approach without critical caution. This points to a more general issue: de Waal critiques both cultural selection and gene-centered views, but doesn’t give a clear account of how morality
is replicated across individuals. Thus, a clear distinction between ultimate and
proximate causes of morality (with empathy as an exaptation, as De Waal seems
to suggest) would definitely help to clarify his argument. Nonetheless, the richness of examples and the skillful synthesis of various lines of research make The
Bonobo and the Atheist a very compelling read.
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